
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
There are several ways to make this type of bead, but I came up 
with this technique to make it much easier and, as always, let 
the glass do the work for you.  
 
This is a fun bead to make. This technique teaches 
you exactly how glass behaves. Even beginners can 
make these beads, and once you learn to control the 
heat as you make this design, you will be able to 
apply it to other beads.  
 
You will learn valuable techniques such making a 
disc, adding dots evenly around the disc, melting the 
disc slowly and evenly while controlling the heat, 
encasing, and using gravity to achieve the swirl effect. You 
can encase this bead several times until you get the effect you 
want. You need very few tools to make these beads, and you can use 
any glass you like. I made my sample beads with Effetre. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                           Tools and Materials: 

 Small parallel mashers 

 Effetre White 

 Effetre (or other 104COE) transparents of your choice 

 

 

By Marjolein van Zummeren 



 

Step 1: Make a tiny white disc on your mandrel. If it’s a bit crooked, that’s 
no problem, but starting with a balanced disc makes the process faster. 
 
Step 2: Use your masher to make the disc thin and even. 

 
Steps 3 - 5: Using transparent colors of your choice, add big dots on the 
disc, spacing them as evenly as possible. Keep space between the dots so 
the white base can crawl up between the dots as you melt them in.  
 
Note: To make a bigger blob you can easily allow the glass to drip by itself 
from your rod to the dot. Just be patient and see how the glass behaves. 
  
Step 6 - 8: When all the dots are placed, melt them in, keeping the bead 
disc shaped instead of allowing it to spread out into a round shape. 
 
You’ll see the dots become more like slices/parts of an orange. This is 
what I mean by allowing the glass to do the work for you. The dots 
become stripes or parts of an orange and you don’t have to do a thing. In 
other tutorials, you are taught to make stripes on a round bead, but I 
can’t do it perfectly, so I have the glass do the wo 
  
You can add as many dots as you like, but five or six is a good number. 
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Steps 9 and 10: Now start encasing the bead with the around-the-world 
technique. Start at the end of the colored part, not all the way down to 
the mandrel.  
 
This is very important because the clear glass will pull the colored areas 
toward the holes of the bead as you apply heat to the ends. This is the 
way glass behaves; it always follows the heat! Use the heat to make 
perfect stripes from dots! 
 
Step 11: Melt in the clear. 
 
Steps 12 - 16: Heat only one side of the bead, allowing it to droop (flow), 
and then catch it by turning it back to stop it from flowing. You can tilt 
your mandrel a bit vertically to help the glass droop. Just play with it. You 
will see the lines become twisted.  
 
When you are done with one side, allow it to cool a bit and start heating 
the other side, doing the same droop and catch, only this time turn it in 
the opposite direction so that you create the swirl in the glass.  
 
Reshape the bead into a more rounded shape. You’ll see the bead isn’t 
really round, but that’s OK as long as it is balanced on both sides. 
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Steps 17 – 20: Encase the bead again and if you are not satisfied with the 
way it is twisted you can heat one side again and do steps 12 through 16.  
 
Once you are happy with the final bead, give it some insurance heat and 
pop it in the kiln. I know you’ll have so much fun making these beads that 
you’ll want to try another . . . and another . . . and another! 
 
 

   

 

Variation:  
 
Steps 1 – 4: Here is another variation using Effetre white, cobalt blue, and 
two other trasnparent blues.   
 
All steps are the same as above, but this time I placed 2 dots opposite 
each other then I filled the spaces between these two “guideline” dots 
with the other transparent colors, also opposite each other.  
 
Just experiment with color choices, using several from the same color 
family or a variety of different colors. There are no rules . . . just have fun! 
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Variety!!!   The fun is to experiment with the bead.  It’s all up to you! 

   

Place small dots and big dots. 
Encase it twice,  or with multiple 
layers for more depth. 

Have a lot of dots or just a few. You 
can have the bead twisted a lot or 
just a bit. 

Or use a clear base bead, in 
between the colored (pastel) dots 
use clear dots to keep the bead 
transparent.  

 
Here are some cute little penguins I made using twisted beads. 

Marjolein van Zummeren started making jewelry with purchased beads in 2009. She 
says, “Surfing on the web I discovered that you can make beads yourself from glass!!! 
So I found my teacher (Nancy Roeters) and after two lessons I bought my torch and 
was completely hooked. In June 2010 I had a horrible car accident. I was happy to be 
alive, but the accident left me with one problem. I couldn’t hold my hands still any 
more.  

“I didn’t give up lampworking, but completely changed my style. And I love it! 
Because I didn’t want to try what all the big names can do I started to look what the 
glass can do for me. I really learned so much more and in a way I’m happy I had that 
car accident.” 

Marjolein has a website with a variety of jewelry findings and tools for making jewelry: www.12bead.com 

To purchase Marjolein's silicon stoppers, side-drilled mandrels and little gems and pearls: 

http://www.12bead.com/soda-lime-times-hollow-beads 

 

http://www.12bead.com/
http://www.12bead.com/soda-lime-times-hollow-beads

